4-STAR HOTEL

Hôtel Edouard 7
by Bessé Signature

Royally couture

Y

ou couldn’t dream of a better location than the Edouard 7:
on the splendid avenue de l’Opéra, this luxurious haven of
peace stands halfway between the Louvre and the Paris
Opera, just steps from the city’s department stores and legendary boutiques on rue de la Paix and place Vendôme. The stunning Haussmann building erected in 1877 is named after its most
famous guest, Edward VII, Prince of Wales, son of Queen Victoria,
whose passion for the joys and pleasures of the elegant French capital knew no bounds…
As a tribute to this rich past, the Edouard 7 has undergone recent
renovations to become a true “couture” cocoon. A blend of audacity,
seduction, character and theatricality (the Edouard VII theater is right
nearby). Our rooms and suites on the top three floors reflect the world
of couture through a collection designed by Mrs Marina Bessé, famous
stylist and designer, a member of the family Bessé whom are the owners of the hotel. Entering the rooms, we get the impression that she
has decorated them as a fashion designer would dress up her models.
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Since 2012, the hotel is living a real metamorphosis thanks to
Christophe Daudré who renovated 3 floors with a collection of new
rooms and suites by melding contemporary French style elegance
with a British spirit. Each floor conveys a special atmosphere with a
predominant color: duck blue for the 1st floor, raspberry for the 3rd
one and yellow in the 4th floor. In addition to a fitness center and
salons that can be privatized, the Edouard 7 also boasts the E7 bar
with an elegant atmosphere of red, black and purple. In the kitchen,
chef Rémy Fourmeaux, under the direction of Christophe Hay, concentrates on serving local French products accompanied with organic
fruit and vegetables. Everything about this hotel is exceptional and
unique, in the image of the inimitable Edward VII. ■

Hôtel Edouard 7 by Bessé Signature.
39, avenue de l’Opéra, 2nd.
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